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ABSTRACT Unsupervised domain adaptive person re-identification aims to solve the problem of poor
performance caused by transferring an unlabeled target domain from the labeled source domain in the
re-identification task. The clustering pseudo-labels method in unsupervised learning is widely used in
unsupervised adaptive person re-identification tasks, and it maintains state-of-the-art performance. However,
pseudo-labels obtained through clustering often have much noise, and the use of a single network model
structure and a single clustering algorithm can easily cause model learning to stagnate, making the model
not generalizable. To solve this problem, this paper proposes an asymmetric mutual mean-teaching method
for unsupervised adaptive person re-identification. In terms of feature extraction, two asymmetric network
models with different structures are used for mutual mean-teaching on the target domain, making the features
extracted by the network more robust. In terms of feature clustering, two clustering methods are used for
mutual teaching to dynamically update the centroid of clusters to improve the confidence of clustering
pseudo-labels. Finally, the triplet loss is improved based on the updated cluster centroid to improve the
clustering effect. The proposed method is used to perform a large number of verification experiments on
three public datasets. The experimental results show that the proposed method has better accuracy than
other unsupervised person re-identification based on clustering pseudo-labels.

INDEX TERMS Deep learning, person re-identification, unsupervised domain adaptation, mutual
mean-teaching.

I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of person re-identification (re-ID) is to match
the same person across cameras, which plays an important
role in applications such as intelligent security, intelligent
transportation, and video surveillance. An important step in
the deep learning task is to label a large amount of data, and
the data labeling in the re-ID task incurs greater work costs.
Some unsupervised re-ID methods [46]–[48], [53] and one-
shot learning methods [51], [52] are proposed to solve this
problem. Although these unsupervised re-ID and one-shot
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learning methods have made great progress, in the face of
a large number of labeled datasets, the new domain datasets
will cause a significant decrease in the accuracy of re-ID due
to the different domains. In addition, unsupervised learning
without pre-training on the source domain datasets not only
causes the model to converge slowly, but also the model
performance is difficult to further improve. Unsupervised
domain adaptive (UDA) re-ID can alleviate this situation,
which aims to improve the accuracy of unsupervised learning
by transferring the knowledge learned from the labeled source
domain dataset to the unlabeled target domain. Due to the
large domain shift and powerful supervision in source dataset,
it is a popular approach for unsupervised re-ID without target
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dataset labels [49]. Most such methods can be categorized
as either image-based domain transfer methods, pseudo-label
methods based on image and feature similarity, or cluster-
based pseudo-label methods.

The image-based domain transfer method tries to narrow
the background difference between the source and target
domains and the style difference of the camera’s perspec-
tive, so the network concentrates on the person feature map.
Deng et al. [1] used generative adversarial networks (GANs)
to convert the image style of the source domain to the style of
the target domain while maintaining the identity of the origi-
nal person and fine-tuned the model. Li et al. [2] transferred
the pose of a person through a GAN, so that the model learned
features irrelevant to the pose of the person. Jin et al. [3] used
a plug-and-play-style normalization and stylization frame-
work to normalize styles of different cameras, illuminations,
and resolutions, reducing the difference between the source
and target domains. The retrieval performance of these meth-
ods depends greatly on the ability of domain conversion, such
asl the quality of images generated by the GAN. However,
these conversion methods are not stable across a variety of
complex environments.

The pseudo-label method based on image and feature sim-
ilarity obtains some labels by calculating the distance, such
as from reference images, features, and person attributes.
It tries to align the feature distribution between the source
and target domains. The reference may come from the source
domain or a memory module. To obtain a good classifier and
solve the gradient dispersion problem in traditional multi-
label classification loss, MMCL [4] uses memory-based
multi-label classification loss to align the features of the target
domain and obtain some robust pseudo-labels. Yang et al. [5]
explored the internal connection between the global and local
features of the source and target domains and minimized
the gap between domains for unsupervised person re-ID.
Zhong et al. [6] introduced a sample memory to store the
features of the target domain to adapt to sample, camera, and
neighborhood invariance and assign soft labels using exem-
plary memory modules to store average features. Yu et al. [7]
conducted multiple soft-label learning by comparing a refer-
ence person and an unlabeled person of the labeled auxiliary
dataset and solved the problem of a lack of paired label guid-
ance. However, it is difficult for reference images and features
to be representative and generalized, and it is impossible to
generate accurate labels for high-level performance.

To solve the problem of the image-based domain transfer
method or GAN based method is not stable across a vari-
ety of complex environments, some scholars have proposed
methods based on clustering pseudo-labels, which is widely
used and has proved to be more effective than other meth-
ods. Lin et al. [8] proposed bottom-up clustering BUC to
jointly optimize the relationship between the network and
unlabeled samples. Yang et al. [9] proposed self-similarity
grouping from global to local methods to mine the poten-
tial similarity of unlabeled samples, automatically establish
multiple clusters from different viewpoints, and label these

FIGURE 1. Baseline method of unsupervised learning based on clustering
pseudo-labels. This figure illustrates that the pseudo-label output is used
as its own supervision labels.

independent clusters as pseudo-labels to supervise train-
ing. Zhai et al. [10] used target domain sample generation
to increase the clustering points, and hence the diversity of
categories, and a feature encoder to minimize the distance
between images within a class in the feature space to improve
the accuracy of cross-domain person re-ID. Jin et al. [11]
tried to distinguish the distributions of positive and negative
samples using a momentum update strategy during training.
Ge et al. [12] proposed a mutual mean-teaching framework
(MMT) using two symmetric network models to supervise
each other and designed a symmetric framework with hard
pseudo-labels and refined soft labels, using more robust soft
labels to optimize the pseudo-labels online.

The MMT currently maintains advanced accuracy and
excellent inference speed, so this paper is based on the
MMT method and improved it, and proposed an asymmet-
ric mutual mean-teaching method for unsupervised adaptive
person re-identification (AMMT). The difference between
AMMT and MMT is: 1) The two-stage asymmetric network
is used for mutual mean-teaching. The asymmetric network
makes the process of mutual mean-teaching more diverse and
complementary. The two-stage method enables the network
model to dig deeper information. 2) MMT uses a single
clustering method to obtain clustering pseudo-labels with low
confidence, while AMMT uses two asymmetric clustering
methods to guide each other to cluster, and the resulting
pseudo-labels are of higher quality. 3) Since 1) and 2) make
the noise of clustering pseudo-labels smaller, it is more rea-
sonable to use the cluster centroid to distinguish positive and
negative sample pairs for triplet loss.

The baseline method based on clustering pseudo-labels is
shown in Fig. 1. It uses a single symmetrical network model
and a single clustering algorithm. The pseudo-labels gener-
ated by clustering are directly used as their own supervised
labels for supervised training, which can easily cause the
features extracted by the network to be insufficiently robust,
and the pseudo-labels obtained by clustering contain much
noise.

A. MOTIVATIONS
• Pseudo-label noise generated by the clustering algorithm

greatly hinders the training of the neural network and
is ignored by most methods. This will bias the centroid
of the clustering category, resulting in a poor clustering
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effect when the class centroid is used as a part of the
loss function, causing the networkmodel to have no gen-
eralization. Therefore, the reliability of the false label
generated by clustering is still not well resolved.
• With the two symmetric network models of mutual

teaching or learning, extracted features will be relatively
similar and single, without diversity and complementar-
ity, resulting in stagnation in the two models’ mutual
mean-teaching. It remains to be clarified how to usemul-
tiple models and different clustering methods’ mutual
mean-teaching to improve the robustness of the network
and the accuracy of clustering.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
• In terms of feature extraction, the method in this

paper learns and adapts to network model with two
different architectures. It has two stages for mutual
mean-teaching. The first stage learns the blind spot fea-
tures that a single network cannot learn through mutual
mean-teaching. In the second stage, in-depth mutual
mean-teaching is carried out to dig out more in-depth
information.
• To improve the confidence of clustering pseudo-labels,

different networks are used to learn distinguishing fea-
tures, two clustering algorithms learn from each other,
and the strategy of seeking common ground while
reserving differences extracts more reliable clustering
instances and further reduces the noise generated by
clustering.
• AMMT tries to change the design of the triplet loss

according to the cluster centroids derived from cluster-
ing instances with higher confidence, so that the cluster
centroids are closer to the same category instance, and
different category instances are farther apart, making the
clustering more discriminative. The final result is a sin-
gle model, and no complicated multi-model integration
is required. Experimental results show that the proposed
method can effectively improve the effect of re-ID on
the public datasets Market1501 [13], DukeMTMC-reID
[14], and MSMT17 [15].

II. RELATED WORK
We introduce research of person re-ID in the UDA field and
some work related to our proposed method, i.e., unsupervised
domain adaptive person re-ID and mutual mean-teaching.

A. UNSUPERVISED DOMAIN ADAPTIVE PERSON RE-ID
UDA learning refers to learning labeled data features in the
source domain, followed by training, testing, and application
in the unlabeled target domain. It not only saves the cost
of manual labeling but is indispensable in deep learning
in actual situations. Among the three types of UDA re-ID
methods, we use the better-performing method based on
clustering pseudo-labels, whose steps are to 1) pre-train the
model on the source domain, 2) cluster the last layer of
classification features output by the pre-training model to

generate pseudo-labels, and 3) use pseudo-labels to supervise
the learning of the network on the target domain. The method
loops through the second and third steps until the network is
stable [16].

However, pseudo-labels clustered using this method have
much noise. Zhang et al. [17] proposed a progressively
enhanced self-training method, combining conservative and
promoting stages to enhance the performance of the model
in the target domain. The asymmetric collaborative teach-
ing network [18] reduces the noise generated by clustering
and uses some unlabeled external points to make the model
perform better in the target domain, but the asymmetric net-
work used is the same network type, and only the network
parameters are different. Ding et al. [41] proposed an AE
(Adaptive Exploration)method, which addressed the domain-
shift problem of re-ID in an unsupervised manner by intro-
ducing the re-ID model in the target domain to maximize
the distance between all person images and minimize the
distance between similar person images. The mutual mean
teaching framework [12] refines soft and hard pseudo-labels
and extracts more reliable pseudo-labels. The same type of
network is used, but the parameters are different.

Inspired by [12], we adopt a multi-network mutual mean-
teaching strategy, because the strategy of mutual mean
teaching aims to supervise each other through a variety of
pseudo-labels to make the extracted features more robust
and diverse, while the self-supervision of a single network
does not have these advantages. In order to further expand
this diversity of mutual supervision, we adopt different types
of networks for mutual mean-teaching in terms of breadth,
increasing the diversity of the network learned features,
so that the two can complement each other. In terms of
depth, we conduct deep-level mutual mean-teaching, i.e., the
two models obtained from mutual mean-teaching are used as
input training again, so each can fully learn the knowledge
that the other cannot learn.

B. MUTUAL MEAN-TEACHING
Mutual mean-teaching, deep mutual learning, knowledge
transfer, and knowledge distillation have the same ideas.
Both networks guide each other or use teacher-student model
teaching methods to learn better model knowledge. The
method of extracting knowledge from a trained neural net-
work and transferring it to another model network has been
extensively studied in recent years [19]–[24]. The typi-
cal method of knowledge transfer is teacher-student model
learning, which uses the soft output distribution of the
teacher network to supervise the student network, so that the
student model learns the ability to discriminate the teacher
model. However, methods with a teacher-student mecha-
nism are mainly designed to solve the problem of supervi-
sion or knowledge distillation. The labeled and unlabeled
data share the same set of labels, so they cannot be directly
used in the UDA re-ID task. The mean-teacher model [25]
averages the model weights in different training iterations
instead of the predictions of unlabeled samples. Each iteration
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will update the teacher network, which will improve the per-
formance of the teacher network. Deep mutual learning [26]
uses a series of student models to guide and learn from
each other by training under each other’s supervision. Mutual
mean teaching uses a symmetric frame with hard pseudo-
labels and refined soft labels for UDA re-ID. It can be seen
as a combination of mean-teacher model and deep mutual
learning.

Most methods that adopt the teacher-student mechanism
use symmetric frameworks, but this largely ignores the impor-
tance of mutual mean-teaching in asymmetric networks and
mutual teaching in asymmetric clustering methods.

C. QUALITY OF PSEUDO LABELS
Methods based on clustering pseudo-labels rely heavily on
the quality of pseudo-labels, so how to reduce the noise of
pseudo-labels and improve the quality of pseudo-labels is a
focus of research.

Co-teaching [40] and Co-mining [50] mainly adopted
refining the training strategies to optimize the quality
of pseudo-labels and reduce the noise of pseudo-labels.
Zoph et al. [42] proposed a self-training method using the
loss normalization technique to reduce the noise in the
pseudo-label. Dong et al. [43] used multi-modal learn-
ing methods to utilize mutual information from multi-
ple models to improve the semi-supervised performance.
Dong et al. [44] proposed an interaction mechanism between
a teacher and two students to generate more reliable pseudo
labels for unlabeled data. The two students are instanti-
ated as dual detectors, the teacher learns to judge the qual-
ity of the generated pseudo-labels. Before the retraining
stage, the students filter out unqualified sample. In this
way, the student model gets feedback from its teacher
and retrains with the high-quality data generated by itself.
Dong et al. [45] proposed an Isometric Propagation Network
(IPN) method, which learned to generate the vision fea-
ture with semantic information for unlabeled data/unseen
classes.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH
We use asymmetric mutual mean-teaching to study the prob-
lem of UDA re-ID from the source domain of labeled data
to the target domain of unlabeled data. Given the labeled
source domain dataset DS = {XS ,YS}, the unlabeled target
domain is represented as DT = {XT }, where XS and XT are
the images of the source and target domain, respectively, and
YS is the identity domain of the source domain image. Each
sample XS,j in DS corresponds to the character identity YS,j
in YS . Each sample XT ,j in the target domain DT = {XT }
has no corresponding identity label. We aim to transfer the
knowledge learned in the source domain DS to the model of
the target domainDT without labels. We introduce the overall
network structure and method implementation process of
AMMT.

A. APPROACH OVERVIEW
Fig. 2 shows the overall framework of AMMT. First, pre-train
the model on the labeled source domain, and then conduct
asymmetric mutual mean teaching on the unlabeled target
domain, so that the model can perform well in the unlabeled
target domain. AMMT has three parts.

(1) Pre-training multiple models on the source domain.
We use ResNet network models [27] with different struc-
tures, ResNet50-IBN-a [28] and ResNeSt50 [29], to per-
form supervised pre-training on the source domain dataset
Market1501 and DukeMTMC, and mark these respec-
tive models as M1 and M2, where M ′1 and M ′2 are the
respective models obtained by using different random data
augmentation.

(2) Mutual mean-teaching of multiple network model
within different structures. The asymmetric mutual mean-
teaching of the models in the first stage is that of M1, M2,
and M ′1, M

′

2, to obtain excellent models 1 and 2, which per-
form well in the target domain. The second stage is in-depth
asymmetric mutual mean-teaching of these two excellent
models to finally get the best performing best model, then
use of this best model to extract 2048-dimensional feature
maps from person images to facilitate subsequent feature
matches.

(3) Multiple clustering and mutual teaching. As shown
in Fig. 3, we extract features from the pre-trained network on
the target domain and use k-means [30] and DBSCAN [31]
for mutual teaching of these features using two clustering
methods to obtain reliable clustering pseudo-labels, which are
used as supervision signals to supervise and train the network
until convergence.

B. PRE-TRAINING LEARNING ON THE SOURCE DOMAIN
The pre-trained model on the source domain uses label
smoothing classification loss and soft triplet loss to update
network parameters. The model parameter of network Mk is
marked as θk , the image XS,j is input to Mk to obtain the
output feature as F

(
XS,j | θk

)
, S is the source domain, T is

the target domain, the probability that the output corresponds
to the predicted value j is Pj

(
XS,j | θk

)
, and the classification

loss of label smoothing is defined as

LkS,id =
1
Ns
6
Ns
i=16

Ms
j=1qj log pj

(
Xs,i | θk

)
, (1)

qj =


1− δ +

δ

Ms
, j = YS,j

δ

Ms
, j 6= YS,j

. (2)

where Ns is the number of pictures in the source domain, Ms
is the number of person IDs in the source domain, and δ is a
small constant, which is set to 0.1 to prevent the model from
trusting the training set too much. The soft triplet loss
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FIGURE 2. Framework of proposed AMMT method. The two CNN Model 1 and
CNN Model 2 in the Stage 1 are input through different data augmentation, CNN
Model 1 and CNN Model 2 represent ResNet50-IBN-a and ResNeSt-50,
respectively. Then the two well-performing models obtained in the Stage 1 are
used for asymmetric mutual mean-teaching again, this part is Stage 2. Finally,
Best Model is obtained for feature extraction and testing.

is defined as

LkS,stri

= −
1
Ns
∗6

Ns
i=1log

×
e

∥∥∥F(XS,i | θk)−F(XS,i− | θk)∥∥∥
e

∥∥∥F(XS,i | θk)−F(XS,i+ | θk)∥∥∥
+ e

∥∥∥F(XS,i | θk)−F(XS,i− | θk)∥∥∥ .
(3)

where XS,i+ is the most difficult positive sample of XS,i in
the source domain dataset, XS,i− is the most difficult negative
sample, and ‖�‖ is the distance metric for calculated features.
We use Euclidean distance. Hence, the overall loss function
in the pre-training model is defined as

LkS = LkS,id + LkS,tri. (4)

where LkS is the loss function corresponding to network
modelMk in the source domain. Network modelsM1,M2 and
M
′

1, M
′

2 are trained on the source domain dataset for mutual
mean-teaching in asymmetric model.

C. ASYMMETRIC MUTUAL MEAN-TEACHING OF MULTIPLE
NETWORK MODEL WITHIN DIFFERENT STRUCTURES
Fig. 2 shows the asymmetric model mutual mean-teaching. It
using the network models CNN Model 1 and CNN Model 2
are denoted as M1 and M2, respectively. The initialization
parameters are trained on the source domain. If the features
output byM1 andM2 are directly used for mutual supervision,
the predictions of these two networks may converge to be
equal to each other, they will lose their output independence,
and the complementarity in the process of mutual mean-
teaching will be greatly reduced, resulting in classification
errors and noise of pseudo-labels may be amplified during
training.

To avoid error amplification, we use the average models
M∗1 andM∗2 corresponding toM1 andM2 to generate reliable
soft pseudo-labels, and use the output ofM∗1 andM∗2 to super-
vise M2 and M1 respectively. The parameters corresponding
to M1 and M2 are denoted as θ1 and θ2. The corresponding
parameters of M∗1 and M∗2 are denoted as θ∗1 and θ∗2 . The
parameters of the average model are updated as follows

θ
∗(T )
1 = αθ

∗(T )
1 + (1− α) θ (T−1)1 , (5)

θ
∗(T )
2 = αθ

∗(T )
2 + (1− α) θ (T−1)2 . (6)
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where θ∗(T )k is the parameter of M∗k in the T -th iteration,
θ
(T−1)
1 is the parameter ofM∗k in the previous iteration (T-1),
where α is a scale factor to be within the range [0, 1), the ini-
tial average parameters θ∗(0)k is equal to θ (0)k .
In person re-ID tasks, classification loss and triplet loss

are usually used to jointly learn and update the parameters of
the network, making it more robust. The feature maps output
by M∗1 and M∗2 are denoted as F

(
XT ,i | θ∗1

)
and F

(
XT ,i | θ∗2

)
respectively, and are used as each other’s supervision signals,
by calculating mutual ID loss and mutual triplet loss back-
propagation updates the parameters of M2 and M1. Mutual
ID loss is defined as

Ltmid
(
θ∗1 | θ2

)
= −

1
Nt
6
Nt
i=1[C

(
F
(
X ′T ,i | θ

∗

1
)
)
]

· log [C
(
F
(
XT ,i | θ2

)
)
]
, (7)

Ltmid
(
θ∗2 | θ1

)
= −

1
Nt
6
Nt
i=1[C

(
F
(
XT ,i | θ∗2

)
)
]

· log [C
(
F
(
X ′T ,i | θ1

)
)
]
. (8)

where C(·) represents the softmax processing of the feature
to obtain the soft pseudo-labels, so that the pseudo-labels
predicted by the two networks are supervised by each other
and can learn more diversified features. Networks will not
stall each other. Mutual triplet loss is determined as

Ltmtri
(
θ∗1 | θ2

)
= −

1
Nt
6
Nt

i=1
[Di (θ2) logDi (θ2)

+
(
1− Di

(
θ∗1
))
log

(
1− Di

(
θ∗1
))
], (9)

Ltmtri
(
θ∗2 | θ1

)
= −

1
Nt
6
Nt

i=1
[Di (θ1) logDi (θ1)

+
(
1− Di

(
θ∗2
))
log

(
1− Di

(
θ∗2
))
]. (10)

where

Di (θk)

=
e

∥∥∥F(XT ,i | θk)−F(XT ,i− | θk)∥∥∥
e

∥∥∥F(XT ,i | θk)−F(XT ,i+ | θk)∥∥∥
+ e

∥∥∥F(XT ,i | θk)−F(XT ,i− | θk)∥∥∥ .
(11)

Di (θk) denotes the softmax of the feature distance between
negative sample pairs. The difference between the mutual
triplet loss and general triplet loss is that the mutual triplet
loss function is designed to learn to approximate the ratio of
the distance between the positive sample pair and the negative
sample pair distance, which is more suitable for unsupervised
learning features.

D. ASYMMETRIC CLUSTERING MUTUAL TEACHING AND
AMMT ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Fig. 4 shows the asymmetric mutual teaching of the multiple
methods in Fig. 3. The k-means is particularly suscepti-
ble to outliers. When the algorithm traverses the centroid,
the outliers have a significant impact on the movement
of the centroid before reaching stability and convergence, and
the number of categories needs to be set. DBSCAN does not

require specifying the number of clusters, avoids outliers, and
works very well in clusters of any shape and size. Further-
more, using these two different types of clustering methods
can enhance the diversity of pseudo-labels. It is conducive
to the mutual screening of clustering pseudo-labels to obtain
labels that are closer to the true value.

Therefore, we use k-means and DBSCAN for mutual
clustering teaching. Each clustering algorithm has a certain
amount of noise in the cluster categories, causing bias in
cluster centroids, and large errors in subsequent pseudo-label
supervision. The Mutual Intersection in Fig. 4 is used to
mutually select the pseudo-labels obtained by the two clus-
tering methods. The process is Eq.12 and Eq.13, the clus-
ter categories L iK obtained by k-means and L jD obtained by
DBSCAN should be learned separately, i.e.,

L ′iK = 6
NK
i=16

ND
j=1max(L iK∩L

j
D), (12)

L∗iK =


L ′iK ,

L ′iK
L iK
≥ ξ

L iK ,
L ′iK
L iK

< ξ

. (13)

where L iK is the i-th class obtained using k-means clustering,
and L jD is the j-th class obtained using DBSCAN clustering,
ξ is set to 0.5, L∗iK is the clustering result with the highest
confidence.

After reducing the noise of each cluster category through
mutual teaching, reliable cluster centroids and pseudo-labels
are obtained. These reliable cluster centroids obtained from
each cluster are used to dynamically update Features1 and
Features2. The obtained pseudo-labels are used to dynami-
cally update the parameters of M1 and M2 through ID loss,
triplet loss, and centroid triplet loss. The ID loss is defined as

LTid (θk ) =
1
NT
6
NT
i=16

MT
j=1qj log pj

(
XT ,i | θk

)
, (14)

qj =


1− δ +

δ

MT
, j = ỹtj

δ

MT
, j 6= ỹtj

. (15)

where NT is the number of pictures in the target domain,
MT is the number of person IDs in the source domain, δ is
a small constant, and ỹtj is the cluster with high-confidence
pseudo-labels obtained through multiple clustering in mutual
teaching, i.e., the pseudo-label corresponding to the identity
j in the target domain. The soft triplet loss is defined as

LTtri(θk )

= −
1
NT
∗6

NT
i=1log

×
e

∥∥∥F(XT ,i | θk)−F(XT ,i− | θk)∥∥∥
e

∥∥∥F(XT ,i | θk)−F(XT ,i+ | θk)∥∥∥
+e

∥∥∥F(XT ,i | θk)−F(XT ,i− | θk)∥∥∥ .
(16)
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FIGURE 3. Details of asymmetric mutual mean-teaching. First, the features extracted by CNN Model 1 and
CNN Model 2 are used to obtain reliable pseudo-labels through Asymmetric Clustering Mutual Teaching,
and then these reliable pseudo-labels are used as signals to supervise themselves. CNN Model 1∗ and
CNN Model 2∗ are the corresponding average models of CNN Model 1 and CNN Model 2, and their output
features or pseudo-labels are used as mutual supervision signals.

where XT ,i+ is the most difficult positive sample of XT ,i in
the target domain dataset, XT ,i− is the most difficult negative
sample, and ‖�‖ is the distance measure used to calculate the
distance between features.

The traditional triplet loss uses image features to nar-
row or push the distance between positive and negative
samples to distinguish the network model. We replace the
image features with the cluster centroid features with higher
confidence, which can reduce the noise of the unsupervised
network output. The centroid triplet loss is defined as

LTCTL (θk) =
1
NT
6
NT
i=1max

× (0,
∥∥Centroid (XT ,i)− F (XT ,i+ | θk)∥∥

+m−
∥∥Centroid (XT ,i)− F (XT ,i− | θk)∥∥).

(17)

where θk = θ1, θ2, θ∗1 , θ
∗

2 .
The overall loss is defined as

LALL = Ltmid + Ltmtri + LTid + LTtri + LTCTL . (18)

The algorithm of the AMMT is summarized in Algorithm 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. DATASET
To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method,
we conducted experiments on three public person re-ID
datasets, Market1501, DukeMTMC-reID (DukeMTMC), and
MSMT17, which are described in Table 1.

The Market1501 used 5 high-resolution cameras and 1
low-resolution camera to capture 1501 different person. The
training set contains 751 person IDs, the test set contains
750 pedestrian IDs. The DukeMTMC is a high-resolution

FIGURE 4. Details of asymmetric mutual teaching in multiple clustering.
The use of K-means and DBSCAN two clustering algorithms can enhance
the quality of pseudo-labels. Mutual Intersection is the process of mutual
selection of two clustering methods.

video data set collected by 8 synchronized cameras. The
number of person IDs is 1404, and the training set contains
702 person IDs. The test set contains 702 person IDs. The
MSMT17 data set has the advantages of a large number
of person IDs and a large number of cameras. The dataset
is taken on campus with 15 cameras in different weather
conditions and different seasons. There are 4101 person IDs
in total, the training set contains 1041 person IDs, and the test
set contains 3060 person IDs.
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Algorithm 1 Asymmetric Mutual Mean-Teaching Network
(AMMT)
Input: Source domain datasetDS = {XS ,YS}, target domain
DT = {XT }.
Input: Asymmetric network modelM1 andM2,M ′1 andM

′

2.
Output: Best model parameters θk .
1: Initialize pre-trained the weights θ1 and θ2 of M1 and
M2, the weights θ ′1 and θ

′

2 of M
′

1 andM
′

2.
2: Stage 1:
3: for each epoch do
4: Extract feature on DT : F (XT | θk)
5: Generate reliable pseudo-labels ỹtj of XT from

asymmetric clustering mutual teaching by
Eq.12 and 13.

6: for each iteration do
7: Calculate soft-labels from each temporally

average model by Eq.9 and 10.
8: Joint update parameters θk by the gradient descent

of the objective function Eq.18.
9: Update temporally average model weights θk

following Eq.5 and 6.
10: end for
11: end for
12: Get Excellent Model 1 and Excellent Model 2.
13: Stage 2:
14: Input Excellent Model 1 and Excellent Model 2.
15: Do Stage 1.
16: Return Best model parameters θk .

TABLE 1. Public person re-identification dataset information.

B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
1) EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT
The experimental hardware and software environment
included an Ubuntu 18.04 operating system, PyTorch
1.2.0 deep learning framework, Python 3.7 programming
language, TITAN V GPU, and 11 GB memory.

2) NETWORK MODEL
The two network models used by the proposed method were
ResNet50-IBN-a and ResNeSt-50, using layers 1-4 of the
network model. Adaptive average pooling and batch normal-
ization for the output features made the features smoother and
ensured that the next feature comparison was more predic-
tive. The final 2048-dimensional features were input to the

prediction layer to obtain the person identity results of the
predicted classification. At the same time, 2048-dimensional
features were used for feature similarity measurement and
predicted person identity features for classification loss func-
tion backpropagation to update network parameters. We used
ImageNet pre-training parameters to initialize the network
weights, first pre-training on the source domain and then
updating the network weight parameters again.

3) TRAINING
To speed up the training and inference speed, we resized all
input person images to 256 × 128. The same images were
input to two networks, but the data augmentation methods,
such as random flip and random erase, were different. Each
batch size was set to 64 and contained 16 randomly selected
person identities, each corresponding to four instance images.
The gradient optimizer selected the adaptive gradient opti-
mizer (Adam), the momentum was set to 0.9, and the
weight attenuation coefficient was 0.0005. In the first stage,
the learning rate of the mutual mean-teaching of two differ-
ent network models pre-trained on the source domain was
0.0035, and the number of epochs was 40. In the second stage,
the two networks in the first stage after the first round of
mutual mean-teaching were used for mutual mean-teaching
again. The learning rate was 0.002, with 10 epochs.

4) CLUSTERING
We used k-means and DBSCAN for clustering, where
the k-means clustering category was set to 500, and the
ε-neighborhood distance threshold in DBSCNA was deter-
mined in the first epoch according to the mean value after
sorting the feature distance matrix. min samples was set to
4, and the distance calculation method metric was precom-
puted. The mutual teaching threshold ξ of the two clustering
methods was set to 0.5.

5) TESTING
We only used the best one model after asymmetric mutual
mean-teaching to test and inference, and does not need mul-
tiple complex models.

C. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
To verify the effectiveness of AMMT, we selected the
method based on image-based domain transfer [1], [3], [2],
[36]–[38], pseudo-labels based on image and feature simi-
larity [4], [6], [7], [32]–[35], and cluster-based pseudo-labels
[8]–[10], [12], [16], [17], [39]–[41]. From the comparison of
the experimental results in Tables 2 and 3, it can be found
that the method in this article has an advantage over these
methods.

Comparing the methods based on image-based domain
transfer and pseudo-labels based on image and feature simi-
larity, AMMT performs much better than these methods.

We mainly compare methods based on clustering pseudo-
labels, and the experiments for the comparison all have
500 clustering categories, which is more comparable. More
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TABLE 2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC datasets. mAP (%), Rank-1 (%), Rank-5 (%) and Rank-10 (%) are
reported. The missing value is denoted as ‘−’, which is not reported in original paper. Bold text represent the best result in the same evaluation standard.

TABLE 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on MSMT17 datasets. mAP (%), Rank-1 (%), Rank-5 (%) and Rank-10 (%) are reported. The missing
value is denoted as ‘−’, which is not reported in original paper. Bold text represents the best result in the same evaluation standard.

importantly, we used no additional manual labeling data on
the target domain, and did not use post-processing techniques
such as re-ranking.

1) PERFORMANCE ON Market1501
The mAP and Rank-1 of the proposed AMMT method
reached 83.3% and 93.2% when DukeMTMC transfers
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TABLE 4. Comparison of ablation experimental results of asymmetric network model mutual mean-teaching on Market1501. ResNet50-IBN-a and
ResNeSt-50 represent the backbone network used, Stage 1 means to conduct the first stage of asymmetric mutual mean teaching, Stage 2 means to
conduct the second stage of asymmetric mutual mean teaching. The best results are bolded.

TABLE 5. Comparison of ablation experiment results of asymmetric network model mutual mean-teaching on DukeMTMC. ResNet50-IBN-a and
ResNeSt-50 represent the backbone network used, Stage 1 means to conduct the first stage of asymmetric mutual mean teaching, Stage 2 means to
conduct the second stage of asymmetric mutual mean teaching. The best results are bolded.

to Market1501, which outperforms the state-of-the-art
clustering-based MMT-500 by 6.8% and 2.3%, respectively.
Compared with co-teaching-500, AMMT outperforms by
11.6% and 5.4%, respectively.

2) PERFORMANCE ON DukeMTMC
The mAP and Rank-1 of the proposed AMMT method
reached 70.9% and 82.5% when Market1501 transfers to
DukeMTMC, which outperforms MMT-500 by 5.2% and
3.2%, respectively. Compared with co-teaching-500, AMMT
outperforms by 9.2% and 4.9%, respectively.

3) PERFORMANCE ON MSMT17
Table 3 shows the experimental results of Market1501 and
DukeMTMC transfer to MSMT17, respectively. The mAP
and Rank-1 of AMMT reached 23.9% and 43.6% when
Market1501 transfers to MSMT17, which surpass MMT-500
by 4.3% and 0.3%. And for DukeMTMC transfers to
MSMT17, AMMT reached 28.4% and 49.4%, which surpass
MMT-500 by 5.1% in mAP, but performs poorly on Rank-1.
The reason for this is that theMSMT17 dataset is large and the
person ID number is 4101, when using k-means clustering,
the number of clustering categories set is 500, while the num-
ber of clustering categories for DBSCAN is about 1000 each
time, resulting in a large difference in the mutual teaching.

D. ABLATION STUDIES
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed asymmetric
mutual mean-teaching of network model and the effec-
tiveness of asymmetric mutual teaching of clustering,
11 sets of comparative experiments were performed on the
DukeMTMC and Market1501 datasets.

1) EFFECTIVENESS OF ASYMMETRIC MUTUAL
MEAN-TEACHING BETWEEN NETWORK MODEL
Tables 4 and 5 show the results of performance compari-
son experiments using the symmetric network model mutual
mean-teaching and asymmetric network model mutual mean-
teaching. ‘‘Symmetric Model’’ means using the same net-
work models for deep mutual learning, and ‘‘Asymmetric
Model’’ means using two different network models. From the
tables, we can see the following.

a: ASYMMETRIC MUTUAL MEAN-TEACHING IN STAGE 1
On the Market1501 dataset, using ResNet50-IBN-a and
ResNeSt-50 for mutual mean-teaching improved mAP by
5.4% and 2.2%, respectively, compared to the symmetric net-
work model, and Rank-1 increased by 2.3% and 0.7% respec-
tively. On the DukeMTMC dataset, mAP accuracy increased
by 1.9% and 1.9%, respectively, and Rank-1 increased by
0.4% and 0.7%.
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TABLE 6. The influence of different Ks on Market1501 and DukeMTMC datasets. K represents the number of clustering categories in the k-means method.
ResNet50-IBN-a and ResNeSt-50 represent the backbone network used. The best results are bolded.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of ablation experiment results of asymmetric
clustering method mutual teaching on Market1501.

b: ASYMMETRIC MUTUAL MEAN-TEACHING IN STAGE 2
On the Market1501 dataset, using ResNet50-IBN-a and
ResNeSt-50, mutual mean-teaching improved by 1.7% on
mAP and 0.5% on Rank-1 compared to the symmetric net-
work model. On the DukeMTMC dataset, mAP accuracy
increased by 1.1%, and Rank-1 increased by 0.6%.

2) EFFECTIVENESS OF ASYMMETRIC MUTUAL
MEAN-TEACHING IN STAGE 2
From Tables 4 and 5, we can see that when the symmetrical
two network models were used, the second stage of mutual
mean-teaching was used, and mAP and Rank-1 increased
by 3.0%-5.6% and 1.1%-3.0%, respectively, on Market1501.
On DukeMTMC, mAP and Rank-1 increased by 2.8%-3.9%
and 1.4%-2.5%, respectively.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of ablation experiment results of asymmetric
clustering method mutual teaching on DukeMTMC.

Using asymmetric two network models, the second stage
of mutual mean-teaching was used, and mAP and Rank-1
increased by 1.5%-1.9% and 0.9%-1.2%, respectively, on
Market1501. On DukeMTMC, mAP and Rank-1 increased
by 2.0%-3.1% and 1.3%-2.7%, respectively.

3) EFFECTIVENESS OF ASYMMETRIC MUTUAL
TEACHING IN CLUSTERING
To verify the effectiveness of using asymmetric clustering
algorithms to learn from each other, a cross-domain ablation
experiment was conducted on Market1501 and DukeMTMC.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
where Asymmetric Model represents a model that uses mul-
tiple network models for mutual mean-teaching. KD means
k-means and DBSCAN clustering algorithms are used for
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FIGURE 7. Visualization experiment results of proposed AMMT: (a) Market1501; (b) DukeMTMC.

FIGURE 8. Evaluation with different epochs on Market1501: (a) asymmetric mutual mean-teaching in stage 1; (b) asymmetric mutual
mean-teaching in stage 2.

FIGURE 9. Evaluation with different epochs on DukeMTMC: (a) asymmetric mutual mean-teaching in stage 1; (b) asymmetric mutual
mean-teaching in stage 2.

mutual teaching. CT Loss is our proposed centroid triplet
loss function. As can be seen, using asymmetric clustering
method for mutual teaching, mAP and Rank-1 increased
by 0.5% and 0.2%, respectively, on Market1501, compared
to a single clustering algorithm, and mAP increased by
0.7% on DukeMTMC. Using CT Loss increased mAP and
Rank-1 by 0.9% and 0.1%, respectively, on Market1501, and
increased mAP and Rank-1 by 0.3% and 0.4%, respectively,
on DukeMTMC. These six sets of comparative experiments
demonstrated that the use of multi-clustering algorithms in
mutual teaching can effectively improve the confidence of
clustering pseudo-labels.

4) THE INFLUENCE OF THE NUMBER OF K-MEANS
CLUSTERING CATEGORIES (K)
Since the AMMT is a cluster-based UDAmethod, the number
of k-means clustering categories (K) is of importance to the
accuracy. The experimental results are shown in Table 6,
compared with MMT, our proposed AMMT performs well
at different k values.

Both the ResNet50-IBN-a model and the ResNeSt-50
model used by AMMT in the inference stage have higher
accuracy rates than the MMT with ResNet50-IBN-a as the
backbone model. And the accuracy of the ResNet50-IBN-a
model and the ResNeSt-50 model is not much different,
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indicating that AMMT can promote the common progress
of the two models and improve each other. When K takes
500 and 700, the accuracy is higher than K takes 900 on
Market1501 and DukeMTMC datasets.

E. VISUALIZATION OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 7 shows the visualization results of our proposed AMMT
on Market1501 and DukeMTMC. It can be seen from the
figure that the results of Rank-1 to Rank-5 can be accurately
identified. Some of the reasons for incorrect identification
may be similar clothing, and failing to focus on distinguish-
ing local features. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively, show the
changes of mAP during the training process of AMMT on
Marke1501 and DukeMTMC. From this we can see that
in the first stage of the asymmetric mutual mean-teaching,
the network has basically converged at the 40th epoch, and
has even produced overfitting, but after the second stage of
asymmetric mutual mean-teaching, the best performance of
the network model is reached around the 10th epoch.

V. CONCLUSION
Weproposed an asymmetricmutualmean-teachingmethod to
solve the unsupervised domain adaptive person
re-identification task. In terms of asymmetric network mod-
els, two asymmetric network models with different struc-
tures were used for mutual mean-teaching to enhance the
generalization ability of the network’s diversity. In terms of
asymmetric clustering, two different clustering algorithms
were used for mutual teaching to enhance the confidence
of clustering pseudo-labels and reduce the noise of pseudo-
labels. At the same time, the triple loss was improved and
changed to centroid triple loss to adapt to the high-confidence
pseudo-labels, only one model with good performance was
used in the reasoning test, and complex model integrated
reasoning was not required. A large number of mutual unsu-
pervised cross-domain ablation experiments were conducted
with AMMT on three datasets, which demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of AMMT. Compared to themost advancedmethods,
it can obtain a higher mAP accuracy and Rank-1 hit rate.
In future research, we will use the AMMT idea to further
explore the field of occluded re-ID.
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